
Heated Grab-N-Go  

Standard Features
Piper Products Series H-GNG Heated Merchandisers provide self-service for a
wide variety of foods. Shelves are at ergonomic heights, allowing customers to
view the foods before reaching the display. The heating system is carefully
engineered to efficiently hold foods at temperatures that are in accordance with
the latest food safety standards.

CONSTRUCTION
The base cabinet is constructed of rigid, moisture resistant PVC composite
panels that will not warp, swell or deteriorate from water contact. The color of
the panel goes through to the core to hide any mars or scratches. The interior
display area is built of stainless steel and includes removable shelves that can
be mounted at three different angled positions. An LED Light is included in the
top. Additional lighting may be ordered. Aluminum price tag molding for each
shelf is standard. End panels are tempered glass.

Heating
Each shelf is heated by a foil heater mounted to the underside of the shelf with
a stainless steel protective cover. A stainless steel rail sits on top to keep
product in place.

Capacity
Capacity depends on the types of food and their containers.

JOB______________ ITEM #______________ QTY #______________

MODEL NUMBER:

□ H-GNG-LPRO-3
□ H-GNG-LPRO-4
□ H-GNG-LPRO-5
□ H-GNG-LPRO-6

DIMENSIONS:
H-GNG-LPRO-3 - 56"H x 36"D X L
H-GNG-LPRO-4 - 56"H x 48"D X L
H-GNG-LPRO-5 - 56"H x 60"D X L
H-GNG-LPRO-6 - 56"H x 72"D X L

Standard Colors*

Formica Black
Matte Finish

Pionite Pearwood

Formica Violin

Nevamar Kona
Blend

*Custom laminate colors are available. Contact factory for options and pricing.
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Model # H
Height

HC
Height w/
Casters

W
Width

L1 
Amperage

L2 
Amperage

NEMA
Cap No.

H-GNG-LPRO-3 56" 59.7" 36" 9.2 8.85 14-20P

H-GNG-LPRO-4 56" 59.7" 48" 12.5 12.12 14-20P

H-GNG-LPRO-5 56" 59.7" 60" 15.9 15.38 14-20P

H-GNG-LPRO-6 56" 59.7" 72" 19.3 18.65 14-20P
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LIMITED WARRANTY: PIPER PRODUCTS warrants to the original purchaser parts and labor for a period of twelve (12) months from the date of purchase. See manufacturer's
complete warranty for details.
It is our policy to build equipment which is design certified by companies that have been accredited at the Federal Level by the Occupational Safety and Health Agency (OSHA)
and ANSI as a National Recognized Testing Laboratory. These companies include CSA International, Underwriters Laboratories, and the National Sanitation Foundation.
However, a continuing program of product improvement makes it necessary to submit new models to the agencies as they are developed. Consequently, all models may not bear
the appropriate labels at all times. We reserve the right to change specifications and product design without notice. Such revisions do not entitle buyer to corresponding changes,
improvements, additions or replacements for previously purchased equipment. Information is not for design purposes.
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